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Study MgI b2 (517 nm) line, a chromospheric line sensitive to
magnetic fields.

Zeeman effect
Scattering polarization and Hanle effect

Inversion techniques for MgI b2.

Weak Field Approximation
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Spectral synthesis using a 3D simulation of solar
magnetoconvection (Khomenko et al. 2018b) with RH code
(Rybicki & Hummer, 1991-1992).

WFA and longitudinal Magnetic Field (BLOS).

Figure: Computed longitudinal magnetic field considering Weak Field Approximation
with the spectral synthesis obtained from Khomenko et al. 2018 simulation
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Figure: Inverted results from a ME model with exponential variations of the source
function according to a MgI b2 simulation, considering no magnetic field (noise in
Stokes Q, U and V). From left to right and up to bottom: Stokes I, Q, U, V. Initial
values: green line. Fitted values: red line. Synthetic data: black line.



Figure: Inverted results from a ME model with exponential variations of the source
function according to a MgI b2 simulation (average spectral data). From left to right
and up to bottom: Stokes I, Q, U, V. Initial values: green line. Fitted values: red line.
Synthetic data: black line.


